PROGRAMME

For European Social Meetings

12-15th DECEMBER 2018

au Cnam 292 rue Saint-Martin - 75003 Paris

The meetings will be held across roundtables and workshops. This will be an opportunity to promote debate and share best practices around five themes.

— TOPIC 1: How does civil society remain independent and in opposition when increasingly relying on government’s decisions (evaluation, calls for projects)

Description
In a context where civil society organisations are increasingly constrained by governmental evaluation for programmes and calls for projects, is there space for continuing to act as watchdogs over economic, social and educational policies and their impact? Can CSOs remain alternative spaces for citizens?

TOPIC 2: Solutions to bring the political dimension of social work in educators’ training to combat social inequalities

Description
What type of sources, cultures and training are necessary within social work to combat inequalities and social injustice? What are the different ways to introduce the political dimension in the social sector for educators and their training?

TOPIC 3: Collaborating with communities and citizens to co-design projects and solutions

Description
To organise increased common participation to projects and solutions, what role should be given to the community, locals, citizens, public service users (e.g. patients from hospitals) ?

TOPIC 4: Developing the creative and innovative skills of disadvantaged people

Description
How can people view differently disadvantaged people to strengthen their capacities and develop their competencies.

TOPIC 5: How can we develop a fair society based on cultural diversity and international solidarity?

Description
How are european projects from civil society contributing to well-being and participation in living together?
// WEDNESDAY 12 DECEMBER 2018

- From 3pm - Welcoming of participants at Cnam
- 5-6pm - Official opening of the Meetings
  - Opening by Nicole Gnesotto of Cnam, Professor at Cnam, Holder of the chair of European Union
  - Introduction by Marie Richard, President of Ceméa France and Yvette Lecomte, President of the International Federation of Ceméa
  - Presentation of the meeting by Isabelle Palanchon et David Ryboloviecz Cemea France
  - Introduction of reflection by Marcel Jaeger, Honorary professor of Social Work and social intervention at Cnam
- 6-8pm - «Introduction to the meetings»
  - Hyper-interactive intervention: proposed by «La compagnie Maritime»
- From 8pm - Welcome drinks

// THURSDAY 13 DECEMBER 2018

- From 9.30 am - Breakdown of the day schedule
- 10-12pm - BEST PRACTICE WORKSHOPS
  Topic n°1 :
  Workshop 1: Olivier Gili, Mathieu Dissert, Fred Niquet, Humapsy
  Workshop 2: Lionel Wathelet, Wallonia anti-poverty network (Belgique)
  Topic n°2 :
  Workshop 3: Caroline Bollati and Petra Barz, Dock Europe (Germany)
  Workshop 4: Jean-Michel Charlier, Équipes Populaires (Belgium)
  Workshop 5: Serge Meda, The inhabitants talk to the inhabitants (France)
- 2-4pm - ROUNDTABLES
  Topic n°1 :
  Laura Slimani, Fédération des acteurs de la solidarité (France)
  Philippe Bichon, Clinique Laborde et membre du Collectif des 39 et du fil conducteur (France)
  Paul Hermant, Fédération des Services Sociaux de Belgique, membre de Centre socialiste d’éducation permanente et du Cesep
  Topic n°2 :
  Diane Bossière, Unaforis, (France)
  Elisabeth Medina et François Moreaux, Social work training center by Ceméa France
  Lionel Lardinoin, Ceméa de Belgique
  Topic n°3 :
  Marie-Hélène Bacqué, Research laboratory Mosaïques, Université Paris Ouest Nanterre (France)
  Une représentante de New Hambourg (Germany)
  Sébastien Gatineau, Pupilles de l’enseignement public - PEP (France)
- 5-7pm - CREATIVE WORKSHOPS
  Creative workshops, to leave marks (arts, writing, video, drama)
  or
- 5-7pm - BEST PRACTICE WORKSHOPS
  Topic n°1 :
  Workshop 6: Michel Briand, Bretagne Creative (France)
  Workshop 7: Nora Köves, Expert Human Rights (Hungary)
  Topic n°3 :
  Workshop 8: Philippe Le Noble, Citizen currencies (France)
- From 8pm - Free evening
From 9.30 - Breakdown of the day schedule

10-12am - **ROUNDTABLES**

**Topic n°4** :
Marie-Françoise Thull, Secours Populaire (France)
Sina Schroeppe!, Café Nova (Germany)
Daniel Simonnet, Médiapsy vidéo (France)

**Topic n°5** :
Robert Bergougnan, European association of schools of social work
Joëlle Bordet, International network «Youth, social inequalities and peripheries»
Cristina Brugnano, Mezzogiorno Ceméa (Italy)

Round table on the European pillar of social rights ; what are the challenges for their implementation ?
Karine Gloanec Maurin, Member of the European Parliament

2-4 pm - **BEST PRACTICE WORKSHOPS**

**Topic n°2** :
Workshop 9 : Zuzanna Dziedzic et José Ferreira, CLUBE Interculturel Européen (Portugal)

**Topic n°3** :
Workshop 10: Dany Dipoko, ADT Quart Monde (France)

**Topic n°4** :
Workshop 11: Norbert Choquet, Plasticien dans le secteur psychiatrique (France)

**Topic n°5** :
Workshop 12: Nadira Benketira, Graine de Paix (Algeria)

5-7 pm - **CREATIVE WORKSHOPS**
To leave marks (arts, writing, video, drama)

or

5-7 pm - **EXCHANGES OF PRACTICES WORKSHOPS**

**Topic n°4** :
Workshop 13 : Daniel Simonnet, Serge Glissant et François Vergeat, Médiapsy vidéo (France)
Workshop 14 : Jean-Claude Godart, École de la 2ème chance (France)

**Topic n°1**
Workshop 15 : Lucie Susova, Fondation Solidar (Belgique)

From 8pm - Conference on social movements in Europe - Jean-Louis Laville,
Professor at CNAM, Holder of the chair of «Solidarity economy»

---

**FRIDAY 14 DECEMBER 2018**

**SUNDAY 15 DÉCEMBRE 2018**

9.30-11am - **Intervention of Marcel Jaeger** (Honorary professor of Social Work and social intervention at Cnam), Grand témoin : main lines and perspectives for the future

11-12am - Conclusions of the European Social meeting
Conny Reuter, general secretary from Solidar Fundation
Anne-Claire Devoge, Intervention of a representative of general direction of French Ceméa